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1st Superyacht in Marseille
Monaco Marine is very proud to announce its first client in its brand new shipyard in Marseille.

Madame Kate – Amels 199ft Superyacht

With a two weeks technical pit stop, Madame Kate has been well prepared for her
summer season. Indeed, here is the working list that has been done:
Hull survey approved by Lloyd’s with divers, Hull valve replacement with divers and
technicians, Paint touch-ups on several places of the vessel, Hydraulic works on
steering system and stabilizer system, Manufacture fittings in SS mirror polished
finished, Anchor pocket polishing, Piping modification and repair in technical space.
After all, thanks to a sunny day, Madame Kate was able to pursue her way to the
eastern French Riviera in very good conditions and with a beautiful shape.

The Technical Pit Stop Shipyard of the Mediterranean Sea

Superyachts and Gigayachts, because of their size, are always in need of small
maintenance and little spare parts technical works. Moreover, those under charter
programmes are nowadays more intensively used in reason of the extension of the
worldwide charter season. This is why our customers requested us to be able to supply
a very fast technical solution to ensure to minimize the maintenance time period and to
obtain the shortest transition between guests turnover. Thanks to its new installation,
Monaco Marine can now prepare and welcome short maintenance period with an
adaptable capability on its facility corresponding to the specific needs of each client.
Thanks to its experience regarding project management, know-how and huge refits,
Monaco Marine assists them to achieve the time performance while keeping the highest
quality standards.

A Mediterranean Forward Operating Base for Shipbuilders

After delivery of a new yacht, there are still works to be done. Shipbuilders need to
support deliveries by following their yachts during the first year in order to improve the
quality and functionality expectations from their customers. To respond to this need,
Monaco Marine Marseille provides them one of their key issues regarding the
management of their customers’ relationship: the closest dock of the French Riviera
including technical facilities.

Mega Yachts Facility (up to 180m+)

Thanks to a 320 meters dock, Super and Mega Yachts are now welcome on the French
Riviera. Two workshops of 250sqm each complete the 8 700sqm of ground area. Our
clients can set up and use the installation in function of their needs of the moment.
Thanks to an area dedicated to the crew with a US Kitchen, BBQ, BabyFoot,
widescreen TV Broadcast, Hifi system and bathroom, everything has been built to have
a great experience while you are in the shipyard. Moreover, Marseille offers a lot of
wonderful sightseeing and places where it is good to spend time.

Monaco Marine Marseille Key Figures
Mega yacht up to 180m+ - ISPS AREA – Under custom storage devices – 10 meters Draught Certified –
Power Supply Capacity – 4000sqm logistic area – Logistic Hub: Port/Airport/Railway/Highway

